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Sexual health of BC youth
On April 8th we
released our first
full-length report
focused on youth
sexual health. The
report, funded by
the BC Ministry of
Health and titled
Sexual health of
youth in BC, is
based on findings
from the 2013
BC Adolescent Health Survey (BC AHS).
Several well attended webinars highlighting
some of the findings from the report took
place in the weeks following the launch.
The report shows that the majority of BC
youth are not sexually active, and those
who are are waiting longer to first have
intercourse compared to their peers
a decade ago. This is encouraging as
the results also showed that youth who
waited to first have intercourse until they
were 15 or older engaged in safer sexual
health practices than those who first had
intercourse at an earlier age.

Young people’s feedback on the results is
also included in the report. In discussions
about the results, students said they got
most of their sexual health information from
their friends. They were aware that peers
may not give accurate information, but it was
often the only source they felt comfortable
accessing.
Students felt sex education often focused
too much on the mechanics of sex and
should include information about sexual
assault and negotiating safe relationships.
They also felt it should be taught in
elementary school, as well as high school.
A copy of the report and a PowerPoint
presentation are available to download
at www.mcs.bc.ca. Two posters aimed
at a youth audience are also available.
Both were created by McCreary’s Youth
Advisory and Action Council (YAC). One
uses infographics on sexual health and the
other is part of a series of BC Adolescent
Health Survey posters.

Social inequalities appeared to contribute
to poorer sexual health. These included
living in poverty, having government care
experience, having a health condition or
disability, and being exposed to abuse,
bullying, or discrimination.
The report also identifies a number of
protective factors associated with youth
making safer sexual health decisions.
These factors include having supportive
family, school, community, and peer
networks. These findings point to ways in
which young people can be supported to
make safer sexual health decisions.

mccreary@mcs.bc.ca
www.mcs.bc.ca
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Next Steps - Powell River
The first 2013 BC AHS Next Steps workshop on the
Sunshine Coast was held in April in Powell River. Thirty
youth in grades 7 to 12 from local elementary and high
schools came together with McCreary staff and local Public
Health Nurses to discuss the local BC AHS results.
Once youth had learned about the health picture of youth in
their community, they worked with Reel Youth to create clay
animation videos based on the findings that most interested
them, and which they felt should be shared with the wider
community. Five clay animations were created on topics
ranging from addressing cyberbullying to reducing mental
health stigma. The films will be shared at a community
event later this spring and will be made available on our
YouTube page.

Youth taking part in the Next Steps - Powell River

To request a Next Steps workshop in your community,
please contact nextsteps@mcs.bc.ca for more information.
Fraser North students were less likely to have consumed pop,
soda, and energy drinks compared to their peers across the
province.

Youth in Powell River creating clay animation films

BC AHS regional reports all released
This spring, McCreary published the final regional reports
from the 2013 BC AHS. With more school districts across
the province opting to participate in the survey than ever
before, we were able to produce a unique report for each
of the 16 Health Service Delivery Areas of the province.
The final reports to be published shared the local
health profiles of youth in Kootenay Boundary, Central
Vancouver Island, and Fraser North. The release of
each report was picked up by local media and it was
encouraging to see stories that focused on the positive
findings, including a feature about the Kootenay Boundary
region having one of the lowest rates of suicide attempts
in the province; coverage of improvements in school
safety among Central Vancouver Island youth; and a
story about reductions in the percentage of students
driving after drinking alcohol in Fraser North.

The report launches were accompanied by a
series of web presentations of the findings for each
area. The slides for those presentations, as well
as the full reports for each region, can be found
at mcs.bc.ca/2013_AHS_Reports. Please contact
McCreary if you are interested in scheduling
additional presentations of your local data, either
online or in person.

Some findings from these reports are included
throughout this newsletter.
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Youth Action Grants
The Youth Action Grants were launched in the spring of
2014 to provide funding for youth to lead a project or event
that would benefit youth health in their school or community. Since its launch, we have awarded 24 grants and
have had three successfully completed projects. We are
still accepting applications! To find out more about our
Youth Action Grants, please contact yag@mcs.bc.ca or
call 604-291-1996 (x 231).
McCreary has enlisted the help of Argyle Secondary
School’s Digitial Media Academy in North Vancouver to
create a by-youth-for-youth video about the Youth Action
Grants. Stay tuned as the video will be available on our
website and YouTube page later this spring.

TEDxYOUTH@HAMBERSCHOOL
The very first Youth Action Grant recipients were seven
Grade 12 students from Eric Hamber Secondary who
applied for funding for their by-youth-for-youth independent
TEDx event. The TEDxYouth@HamberSchool event was
held on November 14, 2014 with over a hundred students
in attendance. Seven youth presenters from Grade 9 to
first year university spoke on topics ranging from breaking
the stigma of mental health, to self-confidence and the
power of sports. It was the first ever TEDx high school
event in the Lower Mainland. “Amp It Up” was the theme
of the event and a call for students in the community to
amplify their passions and make their voices heard.
The hope of the students organizing the event was that in
showcasing the ideas and abilities of their peers, they would
show the community how motivated, knowledgeable, and
competent youth were. They hoped that the talks would
spark further thought and conversation as well as inspire
their peers to find similar qualities in themselves. One of
the event organizers said, “Many of our youth attendees
said that they learned something new from each talk, and
took their new found knowledge with them as they left our
event that evening.” To watch the talks from TEDxYouth@
HamberSchool, search TEDxYouth@HamberSchool on
YouTube.

Planning team for TEDxYouth@HamberSchool

TEDx presenter Duva
Karunakaran speaking about
the power of sport

TEDx presenter Zak Vescera
speaking on breaking the stigma
surrounding mental illness

TEDx presenter Zoe Luke
speaking about how the “World
is What You Eat.”

Kootenay Boundary students were more likely than those throughout the province to have taken part in informal sports such as
hiking, biking, and skateboarding.
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WESTWOOD ELEMENTARY WINTER GAMES
Two Grade 7 students from Westwood Elementary in Prince
George applied for a Youth Action Grant earlier this year for
a sports and activity day with a twist. The Westwood Winter
Games event was created to encourage students at the school
to have fun outdoors through a day of playing various winter
sports and activities. The youth organizers also wanted to
teach the importance of staying active and demonstrate how
much fun activities outdoors can be regardless of the weather.
The Westwood Winter Games took place on February 13, 2015
with the entire school participating. It included activities such
as a snowman building contest, snowshoeing, snow golf, and
an obstacle course. One of the youth planners commented
after the event, “I thought the Westwood Winter Games were
a success because a lot of kids really enjoyed the activities we
had planned.” The teachers also really enjoyed themselves and
one teacher commented, “Fantabulous! I thought it was great
seeing the kids outside, having fun, and enjoying themselves.”
The event was so well received by students and teachers alike
that there is talk of the event returning next year and expanding
to include activities teaching the students about nutrition.

Students at Westwood Elementary during a snowman building contest as part
of the Winter Games

Student group
This winter and spring we’ve had a number of comings
and goings in the McCreary Student Group. Dr. Yuko
Homma, a postdoctoral fellow who facilitated the student
group for the past couple of years, accepted an Associate
Professor position at a new university School of Nursing in
Osaka, Japan, and left at the end of December. Shevonne
Thind from the UBC School of Nursing (supervisor, Dr.
Sabrina Wong) completed her masters thesis focused on
immigration and nutrition among South Asian adolescents
using the most recent BC Adolescent Health Survey.
She is now preparing a fact sheet of her key findings.
Warren O’Briain, doctoral student from UVic (supervisor,
Dr. Marjorie McDonald) has finished his directed study
looking at tobacco policy and tobacco use among sexual
minority youth.
At the same time as all these completions and departures,
we’ve welcomed several new students and postdoctoral
fellows. Dr. Ryan Watson, a postdoctoral fellow from UBC’s
Stigma and Resilience Among Vulnerable Youth Centre,
is the new facilitator of the student group. Another new
SARAVYC postdoc, Dr. Jones Adjei, has also joined the
group, as they are both working on the BC AHS as part of
the partnership between McCreary and SARAVYC. The
Student Group also has welcomed several new students:
Brett Shields, a psychology student from Capilano
University (supervisor, Dr. Laura MacKay—who is a
former McCreary Student Group facilitator and member
herself!); Claire Pitcher, Simran Sahota, and Heather
Gesner, all of whom are masters students at UBC School
of Nursing (supervisor, Dr. Elizabeth Saewyc, McCreary’s
Research Director), and are interested in different aspects
of the BC AHS or the latest homeless and street involved
youth survey; Blake Hawkins, masters student in Library
Sciences at UBC; and Dan Clegg, doctoral student in
counselling psychology at UBC. Welcome, all!

Students in North Vancouver Island were more likely than
students across BC to be able to identify a local adult who
cared about them and to have an adult to turn to if they had
a problem.

In Fraser North, rates of smoking tobacco or trying alcohol were lower than those across BC and were lower than the local
rates five years previous.
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YAC update
The Balancing Our Minds Youth Summit 2015 was held
on February 12, 2015 at Rogers Arena. Hundreds of youth
from across BC were in attendance to engage in dialogue
and learn about mental health and wellness. The theme of
this year’s event was “Everyday Champions of Wellness,”
and showcased several inspiring youth, adult supports, and
organizations who shared their stories to promote mental
health and well-being in everyday life. The YAC was in
attendance to share the mental health and substance use
findings from the 2013 BC AHS and to promote the Youth
Action Grants.
Members of the YAC facilitated a grant writing workshop at
the Free2be Conference held at Cariboo Hill Secondary on
April 27th. They shared with participants the most important
elements of grant writing and promoted the Youth Action
Grants (YAGs). The aim of Free2be was to bring together
school groups throughout Burnaby to address the most
important youth health issues in their community. The
conference helped launch a youth network in the Burnaby
area where students can engage and consult with each
other about their projects related to youth health.

The YAC at the Balancing Our Minds Youth Summit 2015 at Rogers Arena

The YAC is a diverse group of youth dedicated to promoting
different aspects of youth health and engaging youth in the
community by conducting and participating in a variety of
projects. Being a member of the YAC provides opportunities
for developing new friendships, improving leadership and
communication skills, and raising awareness about youth
health issues that matter. The YAC is looking for youth with
different perspectives and ideas to join the team as they
explore new and exciting opportunities to promote youth
health in the community. If you are interested in joining the
YAC, please contact yac@mcs.bc.ca.

Kootenay Boundary students were more likely than their
peers across the province to feel safe in their home, in their
neighbourhood during the day and at night, and on transit.

Welcome PLEA and thank you OPT
Changes are happening at the McCreary office! We would like to give a warm welcome to our new office mates from
PLEA Community Services. They have moved into our Northeast Office for the coming year. We look forward to
having these PLEA staff as part of the McCreary office community.
We would also like to thank OPT, our downstairs neighbour, for being so patient and understanding following our
recent flood. Both our offices are getting back to normal after a blocked drain and torrential rain led to a deluge of
water pouring all the way through both offices and into the underground parkade. We are all glad to see the back of
the industrial dryers and dehumidifiers, and look forward to a dryer spring!
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McCreary in the news
You might have seen results from our report Sexual health
of youth in BC being shared in the news. The report first
appeared on News 1130, and has since been picked up by
other news sources, including CKNW, The Globe and Mail,
and CBC. Our Executive Director, Annie Smith, has been
very busy with interviews since the launch of the report,
and hits to the website show that it is the most downloaded
report we have had in a single day since we started keeping
records.
There was also a lot of media interest in a recent “Teens and
Cannabis” event hosted by Vancouver School Board (VSB)
which saw Annie participate in two lengthy discussions on
the CBC’s breakfast and Almanac shows.
An evaluation of the event by VSB showed that the majority
of parents who attended the event had more confidence in
talking to their teens about cannabis as a result, and 94%
felt the data presented would help them encourage youth to
delay any substance use until they were older.

TWITTER UPDATE
This April we reached 800 followers on Twitter! Thanks to
all those who engage with us online, we hope to continue
providing our latest news and research updates, in 140
characters or less.

Annie at the CBC studio in Vancouver with Jamie Shaw, President of the
Canadian Association of Medical Cannabis Dispensaries

Evaluations update
This spring marks the completion of a few of our multiyear evaluations for housing projects that were funded
by the Vancouver Foundation’s Youth Homelessness
Initiative. This spring also ushers in the start of new
evaluations, and the continuation of others, reflecting a
range of topics related to youth health. These include
a housing project for LGBTQ2S youth; an initiative that
teaches at-risk youth coding and other programming
skills; and a project promoting youth engagement and
youth-adult partnerships across the Fraser Health
region.
To find out more about our evaluation services, including
workshops, please contact: evaluations@mcs.bc.ca.
To download our evaluation toolkit for carrying out an
evaluation of a local community project, please visit:
http://www.mcs.bc.ca/pdf/asking _questions_that_
matter.pdf

The rate of youth in Central Vancouver Island who had tried alcohol and marijuana was lower than in previous survey years.
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Coming soon:
HOMELESS AND STREET INVOLVED YOUTH
SURVEY RESULTS
The 2014 Homeless and Street Involved Youth Survey
(HSIYS) captured information from youth living in 13 diverse
communities throughout British Columbia between October
2014 and January 2015. Almost 700 youth (aged 12-19
years) participated across all five regions of the province.

The community co-researchers will come back to
Vancouver in May to review a draft of the results and
identify key messages from the report.

This is the third time McCreary has conducted this survey.
The results provide current and accurate information
about risk and protective factors among BC youth who
are homeless, precariously housed, or involved in a street
lifestyle.
The 2014 HSIYS used the same methodology and was
delivered at the same time of year (winter) as the 2000
and 2006 versions of the survey. As in previous years,
experiential youth were involved throughout the process,
from survey development and delivery, to interpretation of
the findings.
Core questions from McCreary’s 2013 school-based
BC AHS were included on the 2014 HSIYS. Additional
questions asked about the unique experiences of youth
who are homeless.
Comparing data from the HSIYS with data collected through
the 2013 BC AHS allowed us to identify health inequalities
among homeless and street involved youth in comparison
to youth in mainstream schools.
The project has been steered by an advisory committee
who assisted in the survey development, guided data
analyses, and took responsibility for the identification
and support of at least two co-researchers in each of the
participating communities (one youth worker and one youth
with experience of homelessness).
The community co-researchers attended a comprehensive
training session where they learned about community
engaged research and were trained to administer the survey.
Using this previously successful method of data collection
ensured that the project was sensitive to local needs and
engaged otherwise hard to reach survey participants.

“Happy Birthday!” Was a clay animation film created by youth based
on the 2007 report Against the Odds: A profile of marginalized and
street invovled youth in BC. View the film on our website:
www.mcs.bc.ca

SOCIAL CAPITAL AMONG YOUTH IN CARE
Social capital is the presence of social supports,
connections, and networks. These social relationships
have been linked to more positive health, and can be
particularly important for young people who are taken into
the care of the government and have lost key family and
social connections.
With the input of an expert advisory committee, McCreary
is finalizing a special report about social capital among
youth with government care experience. The report
focuses on the presence and value of social capital for
youth who indicated on the 2013 BC AHS that they had
experienced living in foster care, a group home, or on a
Youth Agreement.
The report is being co-published with the Vancouver
Foundation as part of their Fostering Change initiative.
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A sad goodbye to three friends of
McCreary
Over the past few months we have been saddened by the
loss of three wonderful individuals.
Firstly Dr. Carol Matusicky, one of McCreary’s founding
Board members and a dedicated supporter of our work,
passed away in early December. Carol did not miss an
AGM in 36 years and in 2013 was the recipient of our
annual award recognizing her contribution to youth health
in the province. Carol was the Executive Director of the BC
Council for Families for 25 years, and a staunch supporter
and advocate for children and youth.

Also in February, our office grew quieter and a bit less fun
with the passing of Sasha Peled. Sasha was a ShepherdHusky cross who had been keeping garbage bins free
of food scraps, ensuring no one accessed surveys they
shouldn’t, and terrorizing auditors at McCreary since 2007.
The sight of her snoozing in a sunbeam by the photocopier
is one we will continue to miss for a long time to come.

The shock of the sudden loss of artist and dancer Lacy
Morin-Desjarlais in February was felt widely across BC
and Saskatchewan. Lacy created a number of pieces of
art for us, including the cover and interior art for Fostering
Potential: The lives of BC youth
with government care experience.
Two other beautiful pieces Lacy
created hang in our lobby, as a
lasting reminder of her incredible
talent.

As part of the Fostering Change initiative, Vancouver Foundation and their partners will be hosting community conversations
throughout Metro Vancouver from May to June 2015. Register online to attend: www.vancouverfoundation.ca
COQUITLAM: Evergreen Cultural Centre
NORTH VANCOUVER: John Braithwaite Community Centre
ABBOTSFORD: The Reach
VANCOUVER: Roundhouse Community Centre

May 14, 12:30-4:30pm
May 21, 12:30-4:30pm
May 25, 12:30-4:30pm
June 16, 12:30-4:30pm

McCreary Centre Society is a non-government not-for-profit committed to improving the health of BC youth through
research and community-based projects. Founded in 1977, the Society sponsors and promotes a wide range of activities
and research to identify and address the health needs of young people in the province.
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